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With John Jay’s MA program in Criminal Justice, designed as an executive leadership program, you will make a world of difference. Come explore the possibilities.
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Master of Arts in Criminal Justice
An Executive Approach Designed for Police Leadership
STUDY IN NEW YORK CITY
Police legitimacy and accountability, racial justice, bail reform consequences, defunding and reimagining the police movement, cyber crime investigation, community relations in times of social unrest, police technologies, the role of the unions, crime prevention alternative programs. These are some of the complex and controversial issues currently spurring debate within our legal, law enforcement, and corrections institutions. As a result, the nature of police work is rapidly changing.

Our Criminal Justice Executive Masters is a 36-credit cohort-based program designed to be completed in two years

The curriculum offers academic courses that promote a global perspective, including examining terrorism and financial crime; adopting change management; developing a disposition for adaptability; cultivating excellent communication skills; learning to work in a "flatter," less hierarchical organization; mastering technological skills and trends; analyzing research and intelligence-based perspectives; exploring the scope of cyber crime; developing the ability to collaborate, build, and lead multi-generational teams; applying creativity, vision, legitimacy, and innovation as fundamentals of police leadership. Co-curricular activities build cohesion and a shared academic experience among the program's participants. Students also develop professional networks that will benefit them throughout their careers.

DEGREE PLAN- 36 CREDITS

ACADEMIC YEAR 1

FALL
Criminal Justice 810: Police Leadership (NYC)
Criminal Justice 710: Issues in Criminal Justice I: Theory and Courts

SPRING
Criminal Justice 711: Issues in Criminal Justice II: Policing and Corrections
Criminal Justice 715: Research Design and Methods

SUMMER
Criminal Justice 716: Statistical Software in Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice 738: Perspectives on Race and Crime in America

ACADEMIC YEAR 2

FALL
Criminal Justice 730: Police Analysis in Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice 756: Critical Issues in Policing

SPRING
Criminal Justice 787: Seminar in Crime Analysis & Prevention (NYC)
Criminal Justice 742: Police Ethics

SUMMER
CRJ 717: Readings in Research
CRJ 771: Special Topics in Criminal Justice

Inspired by the success of John Jay’s NYPD Executive Master’s Program, John Jay College has established a special online program for high-ranking police officers.

The program will prepare a select group of rising police leaders and prepare them for the highest levels of police leadership in today’s changing world.

A specialization in Police Administration

The program works closely with John Jay’s world-renowned criminal justice faculty to develop topics, knowledge, and skills that are immediately relevant to policing.

In addition to esteemed academic scholars who have published groundbreaking studies in leading professional journals, the faculty includes professionals who have held, or who currently hold, high-level positions in the legal, law enforcement, and corrections systems.

The program answers a growing need to tailor policing to meet powerful new challenges in the twenty-first century. Its graduates will contribute significantly to ensuring a safe, bright future for America and its preeminent police departments.